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      By  Kim Keun Bong 

Today I’d like to take a brief look at a related topic – 

that of photographing moving subjects by ‘panning’. 

Panning is a technique that can produce amazing 

results (if you perfect it…. or get lucky) but is also 

one that can take a lot of practice to get right. 

The basic idea behind panning as a technique is that 

you pan your camera along in time with the moving 

subject and end up getting a relatively sharp subject 

but a blurred background. 

This gives the shot a feeling of movement and speed. It’s particularly useful in capturing any fast moving 

subject whether it is a racing car, running pet, cyclist etc. 

I’ve found that panning seems to work best with moving subjects that are on a relatively straight 

trajectory which allows you to predict where they’ll be moving to. Objects that are moving side to side 

are challenging and can result in messy looking shots as the motion blur can be quite erratic. 

http://digital-photography-school.com/author/darren/
https://500px.com/photo/97026685/run-by-kim-keun-bong
http://flickr.com/photos/delineated/9227239/


 

How do you do it? 

 Select a slightly slower shutter speed than you normally would. Start with 1/30 second and 

then play around with slower ones. Depending upon the light and the speed of your subject you 

could end up using anything between 1/60 and 1/8 – although at the slower end you’ll probably 

end up with camera shake on top of your motion blur. 

 Position yourself in a place where your view of the subject will not be obstructed by anyone or 

anything else. Also consider the background of your shot. While it will be blurred if there are 

distracting shapes or colors it could prove to be distracting. Single coloured or plain backgrounds 

tend to work best. 

 As the subject approaches track it smoothly with your camera. For extra support of your 

camera if you’re using a longer lens or are feeling a little jittery you might like to use a monopod 

or tripod with a swivelling head. 

 For best results you’ll probably find that setting yourself up so that you’re parallel to the path 

of your object (this will help with focussing). 

 If you have a camera with automatic focus tracking you can let the camera do the focussing for 

you by half pressing the shutter button (depending upon it’s speed and whether it can keep up 

with the subject) 

 

 If your camera doesn’t have fast enough auto focussing you’ll need to pre-focus your camera 

upon the spot that you’ll end up releasing the shutter. 

 Once you’ve released the shutter (do it as gently as possible to reduce camera shake) continue 

to pan with the subject, even after you’ve heard the shot is complete. This smooth follow 

through will ensure the motion blur is smooth from start to finish in your shot. 

http://flickr.com/photos/wisdoc/123640339/
http://flickr.com/photos/wvs/8593342/


 If you have an older digital camera or one that is of a more entry level point and shoot variety 

you could also have to contend with the dreaded ‘shutter lag’ problem. Shutter lag is when 

there is a slight delay from when you press the shutter to when the picture is actually taken. If 

you experience shutter lag you’ll need to learn to anticipate the moment to take the shot and 

will definitely need to continue to pan well after you’ve taken the shot. 

A variation on the Panning Technique 

There are no rules with panning and you might also like to experiment with using your flash while 

panning. This slow synch flash technique will only work if the subject is close enough or your flash is 

powerful enough to have an impact – but will help to further freeze your main subject while giving the 

background the motion blur you’re after.  If you do use a flash you’ll want to test a variety of settings to 

get it looking right. In some cases you’ll probably need to pull back the strength of your flash by a half or 

a third. 

Panning and Patience 

If you’re going to try panning for the first time you 

should approach it with an experimental attitude. It 

can be a lot of fun but can also be quite frustrating. If 

you’re at a special event where you have fast moving 

subjects (like a car race etc) you’ll probably want to 

mix up your style of shooting. Don’t just use this 

technique all day – instead also shoot some shots at 

fast shutter speeds. This way you’ll end up with a 

variety of shots and will probably end up with some 

useful ones instead of just having a collection of 

blurry unusable ones. 

If you want to practice panning (and it is something that you need to practice – a lot), head out into a 

busy part of your city and practice on passing traffic. That way you have a never ending supply of 

subjects. 

Also keep in mind that it’s unlikely that your main subject will ever be completely sharp and in focus. 

This technique is about getting a relatively sharp subject in comparison to it’s background. Some 

blurring of your main subject can actually add to the feeling of motion in the shot. 

 

http://www.digital-photography-school.com/slow-sync-flash
http://flickr.com/photos/44169863@N00/211690047/

